Many real-valued stochastic time-series are locally linear (Gaussian), but globally non linear. For example, the trajectory of a hu man hand gesture can be viewed as a linear dynamic system driven by a nonlinear dy namic system that represents muscle actions. We present a mixed-state dynamic graphi cal model in which a hidden Markov model drives a linear dynamic system. This combi nation allows us to model both the discrete and continuous causes of trajectories such as human gestures. The number of computa tions needed for exact inference is exponen tial in the sequence length, so we derive an approximate variational inference technique that can also be used to learn the parame ters of the discrete and continuous models. We show how the mixed-state model and the variational technique can be used to classify human hand gestures made with a computer mouse.
Introduction
When reasoning about the causes of a temporal se quence of real-valued noisy observations, it is natural to postulate the existence of both continuous causes and discrete causes and that in general these causes are related probabilistically through time by a Marko vian structure. For example, suppose we observe an autonomous moving target. The target motion is gov erned by Newtonian physics as well as the input force (thrust) imposed upon it by its human operator. If we have some knowledge of what sequences of actions the operator may take in time, it is natural to combine a real-valued dynamical model of the physics with a discrete-valued model of the input forces, where the number of discrete states corresponds to the number of possible actions the operator may take. Another example of a physical system that can be modeled in this way is the human hand/arm motion during gestu ral communication. The physical arm motion can be described using different kinematic and dynamic mod els of simple or articulated structures while the forces that influence the arm motion can be modeled using discrete hidden variables.
Although efficient algorithms exist for probabilistic in ference in real-valued Gaussian chains (Kalman fil tering [16] ) and discrete hidden Markov models (the forward-backward algorithm [22] ), combining the state spaces to produce a "mixed-state" dynamic graphical model with both real-valued Gaussian vari ables and discrete-valued variables makes exact prob abilistic inference an exponentially difficult problem. From Fig. 1 , it is clear that the distribution over the sequence of T real-valued states x1, .
•. , xr given the sequence of observations Y1, ... , YT and the sequence of discrete-valued states s1, ... , sr will be described by a Gaussian chain. So, if each discrete state variable can take on S values, the posterior distribution over the combined state sequence will be a mixture of s r Gaussian chains.
A fast, greedy way to approximate inference in mixed state dynamic models is to simply apply the Viterbi al gorithm in the Gaussian chain (Kalman filtering) while ignoring the discrete variables and then fix the result ing real-valued sequence while performing the Viterbi algorithm (or forward-backward algorithm) in the dis crete chain. When there is little noise in the obser vations and the HMM dynamics emphasize discrete valued sequences with distinct real-valued states, this method tends to work well, since the observations ef fectively determine the real-valued states. However, when there is a significant amount of noise in the ob servations or the discrete-valued state sequences are not distinct enough, this method fails to tailor the es timate of the real-valued states to the probable confi g urations of the discrete states.
Another approach to speeding up inference at the cost of approximating it is to consider how the exact infer ence algorithm (the forward backward algorithm) can be modified to avoid the exponential growth in the number of mixture components with time. A common method is to simply retain a fixed number of the most massive components. One extreme of this method re sults in another Viterbi-like algorithm, when only the most massive component is retained. Alternatively, the probability messages passed forward and backward in the chain can be approximated with a statistical model [17] . Boyen and Koller show in [3] that under some conditions, these types of approximation to the forward-backward algorithm will not lead to an accu mulation of error with sequence length.
The Markov blanket property of graphical models of ten makes them suitable for Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. Given the Markov blanket of a variable, it is often easy to draw a sample for the variable. By repeating this procedure for latent variables chosen at random or in order, a sequence of states is obtained. The stationary distribution of this sequence of states is the posterior distribution [21, 18] .
A different approach is to keep an inverse recognition model that can map the observations to an estimate of the hidden state distribution [6, 14, 8] . In fact, this recognition model can also be a graphical model that can represent covariance in the posterior distribu tion. The recognition model can be learned using the "wake-sleep" algorithm, which employs Monte Carlo sampling from the generative model to train the recog nition model.
One disadvantage of all of the above methods is that the algorithms do not consistently decrease the relative entropy between the approximating distribution and the true posterior distribution. Even if a local approx imation to the forward-backward algorithm does not lead to accumulating errors, it may be that incurring a larger error at one point in the chain would signifi cantly reduce the errors at other points in the chain. Monte Carlo methods are only exact in the case of in finite size samples. For finite samples, they are not guaranteed to give a good approximation. Ensembles of samplers can be used to improve performance, but even so they are guaranteed to consistently improve the approximation to the true posterior only as the number of samplers tends to infinity. Although proba bilistic recognition networks have the potential to ap proximate inference arbitrarily well, the "wake-sleep" algorithm used to train recognition networks decreases an approximation to the relative entropy.
"Structured variational inference" [15] is a technique where the structure of the approximating distribution is explicit and the algorithm consistently decreases the distance between the approximating distribution and the true posterior distribution. In this paper, we present a structured variational inference method for inference and learning in mixed-state dynamic graph ical models. In contrast to variational techniques in general dynamic networks with factored representa tions [12], our inference method takes advantage of the two computationally tractable substructures. Fig. 2 shows how a mixed-state dynamic model can be rep resented by a hidden Markov model (HMM) driving a linear dynamic system (LDS).
In related work, Ghahramani and Hinton [11] consid ered a different combination of discrete and real-valued variables. In their "switching state space model", an HMM chooses which of several LDSs will produce the current output. In our model, the HMM drives the LDS. BJorn and Bar-Shalom [2] and West and Har rison [26] considered multiple LDS models whose ac tivity is governed by Markovian dynamics. To main tain tractability of inference they utilized truncation of the mixture components. Other related work includes coupled HMMs [25, 4, 20] and mixtures of dynamic graphical models [20] . 
Mixed-state dynamic Bayesian networks
The mixed-state dynamical model can be described using the following set of state-space equations:
for the physical system, and
for the driving actions. The meaning of the variables is as follows: x1 E )R N denotes the hidden state of the LDS, u1 is an input to this system, Vt is the state noise process. Similarly, Yt E )RM is the observed measure ment and Wt is the measurement noise. Parameters A, B and C are the typical LDS parameters: the state transition matrix, the input matrix and the observa tion matrix, respectively. The action generator is mod eled by a HMM. State variables of this model are writ ten as s1 . They belong to the set of S discrete symbols {eo, . . . , es-1 }, where e; is the unit vector of dimen sion S with a non-zero element in the i-th position.
The HMM is defined with the state transition matrix II whose elements are II(i, j) = Pr(st +l = e; /st = ej), observation matrix D, and an initial state distribution 1r0. The HMM observation noise process is denoted by r1• Note that the input to the LDS ,u, is the output of the action HMM.
The mixed state space representation is equivalently depicted by the dependency graph in Figure 2 and can be written as the joint distribution P:
where Y,X,U, and S denote the sequences (with length T) of observations and hidden state variables. For instance, Y = {yo, ... , Y T -d· Te rms v1 and Wt in the physical system formulation are used to denote random noise. We can write an equivalent represen tation of the physical system in the probability space assuming that the following conditional pdfs are de fined:
where Px and Py are known, parametric or non parametric, pdfs. Similarly, the observation pdf of the HMM can be written:
Throughout the rest of this paper we assume without loss of generality that the state noise v of the physi cal system is zero w.p.1 because the HMM observation noise r1 can account for it. The observation noise pro cesses of both the physical system and the HMM are modeled as i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian:
Also, assume B to be identity, B = I. Input vari able u1 can be eliminated from Equations 1 and 5 as an auxiliary variable. Given the above assumptions, the joint pdf of the mixed-state DBN of duration T (or, equivalently, its Hamiltonian 1 ) can be written as in Equation 11.
Hidden state inference
The goal of inference in mixed-state DBNs is to es timate the posterior probability of the hidden states of the system (s1 and x1) given some known sequence of observations Y and the known model parameters. Namely, we need to find the posterior P(X,S/Y) = Pr(X, SlY). In fact, it suffices to find the sufficient statistics [5] If there were no action dynamics, the inference would be straightforward -we could infer X from Y using LDS inference (RTS smoothing [23]). However, the presence of action dynamics embedded in matrix Il makes exact inference more complicated. To see that, assume that the initial distribution of xo at t = 0 is Gaussian, at t = 1 the pdf of the physical system state x1 becomes a mixture of S Gaussian pdfs since we need to marginalize over S possible but unknown input lev els. At time t we will have a mixture of S 1 Gaussians, which is clearly intractable for even moderate sequence lengths. So, it is more plausible to look for an approxi mate, yet tractable, solution to the inference problem.
' Hamiltonian H(x) of a distribution P(x) is defined as any positive function such that P(
a, a, 
Approximate inference using structured variational inference
Structured variational inference techniques [15] con sider a parameterized distribution which is in some sense close to the desired conditional distribution, but is easier to compute. Namely, for a given set of observations Y, a distribution Q(X, SI1J, Y) with an additional set of variational parameters 1J is de fined such that Kullback-Leibler divergence between Q(X,SI1J,Y) and P(X,SIY) is minimized with respect to 1):
The dependency structure of Q is chosen such that it closely resembles the dependency structure of the original distribution P. However, unlike P the de pendency structure of Q must allow a computation ally efficient inference. In our case we decouple the HMM and LDS as indicated in Figure 3 The optimal values of the variational parameters 1J = {qo, ... ,Q T-1,uo, ... ,uy_i} can be obtained by set ting the derivative of the KL-divergence w.r.t. 1J to zero. Alternatively, one can employ the theorem of Ghallramani [10] to arrive at the following optimal variational parameters: 
._,T-(
.. Given the sufficient statistics obtained in the inference phase, it is easy to show that the following parameter update equations result from the Maximization step:
All the variable statistics are evaluated before updat ing any parameters. Notice that the above equations represent a generalization of the parameter update equations of zero-input LDS models [9] . 4 
Variational v.s. greedy approximation
As stated before, structured variational approximation has an advantage over several greedy or Monte Carlo Consider the case where a sequence of discrete states
resulted in a sequence of noisy measurements YT = {0, 0, -5}. For a moment, assume that k = 0, i.e., there is no LDS state noise. Then, the trellis in Fig  ure 5 summarizes costs for all possible discrete state paths2
The greedy (truncated Viterbi) approximation selects one best path based on the minimal partial cost of the LDS innovation and HMM transition (arcs in Fig  ure 5 .) Let's further simplify the analysis by assuming that E = 0. Hence, at t = 1 either +1 or -1 sequence can be selected with equal cost. Assuming that -1 was selected at t = 1, at time t = 2 + 1 is selected as it yields the minimal partial cost (0 + 16.) Finally, 2 We assume that ' is small, hence the HMM state tran sition cost is -log(l +±f) = 'ff.
at t = 3 discrete input -1 is selected again as the se quence -1, + 1, -1 yields the least cost of 17. Clearly, this greedy solution is suboptimal! In fact, it is easy to see that the optimal input sequence -1, -1,-1 results in the total cost of 9. Similar analysis (with somewhat different, non-integer, costs) and conclusions hold for non-zero LDS state noise k > 0.
Variational approximation, on the other hand, does not suffer from this problem. Table 1 shows that for k = 1, R = 0.5 and a particular initial condition (q t(i = 1) = q 1(i = -1) = 0, 'Vt) variational infer ence yields a discrete state sequence -1, -1, -1. In fact, any initial conditions yields the generating dis crete state sequence . We note, however, that the presence of "non-uniform" HMM parameters (i.e., E > 0.) may influence the re sults of our analysis. For instance, in the case when k = 0 for e > 2 the greedy truncated Viterbi approxi mation does in fact achieve the optimal cost as it se lect input -1 at t = 2. The effect of "non-uniform" HMM is even more obvious for k > 0, as the necessary threshold for E reduces.
Hence, structured variational approximation stands out in the cases where the HMM only slightly differ entiates between possible discrete state sequences and the variance of the LDS noise processes are sufficiently small.
5

Analysis and recognition of hand gestures acquired by a computer nwuse
To demonstrate feasibility of the mixed-state DBN framework we consider the task of classifying a set of symbols drawn using a computer mouse. We de fined four classes of symbols: arrow, erase, circle, and wiggle (see Figure 6 .) The task in question was to model each of the four symbols with a combination Figure 6 : Examples of four symbols produced by com puter mouse motion.
of LDS and HMM. The LDS part modeled the New tonian dynamics of the mouse motion. Namely, we assumed that the mouse motion can be modeled as a planar motion of a point-mass particle with piece-wise constant acceleration:
This leads to a discrete-time LDS with known A, B and C and unknown Q and R (cf [1] ). On the other hand the HMM models the driving force (action) that causes the motion. The mixed-state DBN model is contrasted with two decoupled model
• Decoupled adapted LDS and HMM. Namely, the LDS is adapted to "best" model the dynamics of the mouse motion of each symbol when the driv ing force Ut is assumed to be quasi-constant with additive white noise, Ut = Ut-l +nu,t· The HMM is consequently employed to model the quasi constant driving force (ut) inferred by the LDS.
• Decoupled fixed LDS and HMM. In this case, the LDS is assumed to be fixed for all four symbols. In particular, we estimated the driv ing force using numerical gradient approxima tion: Ut = grad(grad(xt)), where grad(xt) = z 'VA.�-1• Again, an HMM is used to model the estimated driving force.
All three model classes are depicted in Figure 7 .
For each of the three models the same action state spaces are assumed. The number of action states is proportional to the number of strokes necessary to pro duce each symbol. Thus, the action model of the arrow symbol had eight states (two times four strokes), erase has six states, circle four states, and wiggle six. transition back to itself or to only one other not-yet visited state. In the two decoupled symbol models, we model the observations Ut of the action models as vari able mean Gaussian processes with identical variances at every action state3. Model parameters are learned from data using the ML learning framework.
The data set consists of 136 examples of each symbol (a total of 4 x 136 examples). Symbols were acquired from normalized4 mouse movements sampled at ilT = lOOms intervals. To test the models' performance we used rotation error counting (cross-validation) method with four rotational sets [7] . For each test sample and each symbol model the likelihood of the sample was appropriately obtained. For instance, in the case of symbols modeled by mixed-state DBNs, variational in ference with a relative error threshold of w -3 was used to estimate the lower bound on likelihood. One exam ple of mixed-state DBN-based decoding of the "arrow" symbol is shown in Figure 8 . For the fixed LDS and gradient-based LDS/HMM models, likelihood was ob tained using the standard HMM and LDS inference.
Classification test were performed on two sets of data: noise-free and noisy. Classification of noisy symbols is of particular interest since it introduces variability that may pose a challenge to decoupled classification models. The noisy data set was constructed by adding i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian noise with standard devi ation of 0.01 to noise-free examples (see Figure 9) . Models of the four symbols trained on noise-free sam ples were now tested on the noisy data. Classification results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 10 .
3Even though it is a usual practice to allow the vari ance to vary from action state to action state, for sake of compatibility with the fixed variance mixed-state HMM we decided to keep the other HMMs' observation variances fixed. Table 2 and Figure 10 in this case indicate that with 95% confidence completely coupled mixed-state HMM models had significantly better performance that both fixed and adapted decoupled LDS/HMM classifiers (with the exception of mixed-state and fixed LDS "cir cle" models). Of course, the tradeoff is as always in increased computational complexity of the mixed-state models. We note, however, that on the average the it erative scheme of the mixed-state models required only about 5 to 10 iterations to converge.
Model
Arrow 
Summary
We presented a novel "mixed-state" dynamic graph ical model for modeling of time-series that fuses the typical models of driving actions (HMMs) with contin uous state models of physical systems (LDSs) and we introduced a structured variational technique for infer ence and learning in the otherwise intractable model. The structured variational technique yields a best uni modal approximation to the exact polymodal poste rior. For the task of classifying patterns drawn using a mouse, we found that the model performed better than a greedy Viterbi-based algorithm.
